
 

 

 

ART INTEGRATION PROJECT 

In continuation of relating our state UTTARAKHAND with KARNATAKA the topics for interdisciplinary 

ART INTEGRATION PROJECT is given below followed by questions of all subjects. 

You all have to answer the questions on A4 sheets and submit it to your respective class teachers. Use your 

innovation to make your project presentable. 

It is mandatory to submit the hardcopy of the project.  

TOPIC : HOSPITALITY AT KARNATAKA 

NOTE : USE SEPARATE A4 SHEET FOR EACH QUAESTION. 

Question 1 : The culture of Karnataka is a “wide spectrum” of different customs and traditions. Gather 

information and write about different customs and traditions of Karnataka. Paste or draw pictures 

also. 

Question 2 : 

 
Question 3 : Prepare a table on the number of people speaking different languages in Karnataka and represent it in the 

form of Bar graph. Explain which language is spoken in maximum and minimum. 

Question 4 : (a) Paste pictures of five Instruments used in Carnatic music & write about the material used for 

making them. 

(b) Paste pictures of any five famous dishes of Karnataka and write about the ingredients used to 

prepare those dishes. 

(c) Write a short note on fabric used for making Ikkal  & Molakalmuru sarees. 

Question 5 : Write about the customs and traditions followed in famous festivals of Karnataka and how 

they celebrate it. 

 

SUBJECT : ENGLISH 

INSTRUCTIONS: Do Question 1 in A4 sheets. 

Q1. Gather information about two English poets of your choice and write about each one of them using the  

following hints :  

a. Name     

b. Date of birth    

c. Education   
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d.  Family  

e. Famous works  

f. Achievements  

 (Also paste or draw pictures of the poets.) 

 

SUBJECT : HINDI 

 

 

SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS 

1. Prepare a chart showing that which Alphabet has just one Line of symmetry and which has a rotational 

symmetry of order two. Paste it and explain it in your practical file. 

2. Practice 10 extra questions of each chapter done after term 1 examination. 

 

SUBJECT : SCIENCE 

1. Do the revision of the following chapters- 11,12,13,14,15. 

2. Make the model of Newton’s Disc. 

3. Prepare a report on Waste Water Treatment in your city. 

4. Visit Rajaji National Park and prepare a list of ten species of flora and fauna of the region. 

 

SUBJECT : S.SCIENCE 

a) On  the map of   India write states and capitals . 

b) Paste pictures of famous artists of Karnataka in various fields and write their names. 

c) Write down about various food, dresses, language of Karnataka. 



SUBJECT : COMPUTER 

Create a word document on Hospitality at Karnataka (customs and traditions) 

 

SUBJECT : SANSKRIT 

 

 

SUBJECT : ART 

• Make any one object (furniture) with the help of invitation card or pastel sheet. 

OR 

• Make a house using some invitation card and paper. 


